












Correction to: Performance optimization of tethered balloon
technology for public safety and emergency communications
S. H. Alsamhi1,2,5 · F. A. Almalki3 ·Ou Ma4 ·M. S. Ansari5 ·M. C. Angelides3




The original version of this article was published with an4
error in one of the co-author names and e-mail addresses.5
The correct author name should read as “M. C. Angelides”
The original article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1007/
s11235-019-00580-w.










1 School of Aerospace Engineering, Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China
2 IBB University, Ibb, Yemen
3 Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering, Brunel
University London, London, UK
4 College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH, USA
5 Electronics Engineering Department, Aligarh Muslim
University, Aligarh, India
instead of “M. Angelides” and e-mail address should read 6
as “marios.angelides@brunel.ac.uk” instead of “marios. 7
angelides@bbrunel.ac.uk”. 8
The original article has been corrected. 9
Publisher’s Note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to juris- 10
dictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations. 11
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